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I NTROI)t TION
In its efforts to enforce the law and investigate crime, the government routinely seeks access to records and other documents. The primary mechanism for acquiring these materials is the subpoena, a formal demand for tangible items. No nationwide tally of the extent to which law enforcement uses document subpoenas exists. But the federal government alone issues thousands of such subpoenas every year.' Thus, as an investigative tool, subpoenas are probably more important than physical searches of homes, businesses, and effects. Yet very little literature on the history or rationale of the subpoena exists. This Article seeks to help fill that void.
There are two types of investigative document subpoenas. Subpoenas duces tecunm are controlled by the grand jury or the prosecutor. with the courts determining their validity when they are resisted by the target. 2 Administrative subpoenas or summons are issued by government agencies, such as the Internal Revenue Service. the Federal Trade Commission, and the Department of Justice. and are also enforced by the courts)
DEPAUL LAW REVIEW
Although both types of subpoenas can be challenged by the recipient before any documents are handed over, 4 both are also extremely easy to enforce. There are essentially three grounds for resisting a subpoena: privilege, burdensomeness, and irrelevance. A successful privilege claim is rare; as explained in some detail in this Article, the Fifth Amendment privilege against self-incrimination is usually unavailable and the attorney-client privilege is coextensive with that privilege. Objections that the task of assembling the records demanded by a subpoena is too burdensome or expensive also "are almost always doomed to failure." ' 5 And an irrelevance challenge is usually equally unavailing. In the federal grand jury context, for instance, subpoenas are quashed as irrelevant only when "there is no reasonable possibility that the category of materials the government seeks will produce information relevant to the general subject of the grand jury's investigation."6 The relevancy standard in the administrative subpoena context is similarly lax. The Supreme Court has indicated that constitutional requisites are met even when a subpoena seeks to satisfy "nothing more than official curiosity," 7 and some lower courts have concluded that the standard is even more deferential than the "arbitrary and capricious" test applied in administrative law cases. 8 Yet, as I have detailed elsewhere, 9 today subpoenas and pseudosubpoenas' 0 are routinely used not only to obtain business records 4. See BEALE ET AL., supra note 2, at 6-21 (stating that, with respect to grand juries, "the subpoenaed party has an opportunity to seek judicial review in order to raise any objections to the legality of the subpoena and to assert any privileges that may be applicable"); STEIN ET AL., supra note 3, at 21-24 (noting that, in federal administrative cases, motions to quash must be brought before the agency, which then must apply to federal court for enforcement).
5. WAYNE R. LAFAVE ET AL., 3 CRIMINAL PROCEDURE 135 (2d ed. 1999). 6. United States v. R. Enterprises, Inc., 498 U.S. 292. 301 (1991) . For a general discussion of the extremely minimal showing of materiality required for grand jury subpoenas duces tecum, see LAFAVE ET AL., supra note 5. at 134 (noting that "[c]ourts generally give grand juries considerable leeway in judging relevancy"): id. at 146-54 (describing Supreme Court and lower court case law suggesting that irrelevance, independent of overbreadth, is not a ground for finding a subpoena invalid under the Fourth Amendment).
7. United States v. Morton Salt Co., 338 U.S. 632. 652 (1950) . See also United States v. Powell, 379 U.S. 48, 57-58 (1964) (requiring only that an administrative subpoena be issued for a "legitimate purpose"). See STEIN El AL., supra note 3, at 20-59 (stating that lower courts have held "that subpoenas will be enforced as to any documents that 'are not plainly immaterial or irrelevant to the investigation"' (quoting Donovan v. Shaw, 668 F.2d 985 (5th Cir. 1982))).
9. Christopher Slobogin, Transaction Surveillance by the Government, 75 Miss. L.J. (forthcoming Fall 2005) (page number references are to an unpublished draft on file with the DePaul Law and the like, but also documents containing significant amounts of personal information about individuals, information that can be extremely revealing. For instance, a subpoena is all the federal government needs to obtain medical, financial, and school records." The contents of "stored" e-mail messages and phone company and Internet Service Provider logs can also be acquired pursuant to a subpoena. ' 2 And other types of information-ranging from the phone numbers and e-mail addresses one contacts, to the contents of records kept by government agencies-can be obtained simply upon the certification of a law enforcement official that the information will be useful to a government investigation. 13 From a privacy perspective, this state of affairs is, at the least, puzzling. Under the Fourth Amendment, which is meant to protect "reasonable expectations of privacy,"
14 the government usually needs probable cause-akin to a more-likely-than-not standard-to search "houses, persons, papers and effects."' 1 5 Yet the government can obtain many types of "papers" containing personal, private information on a far lesser showing. records); "certification orders" (orders that must be issued by the court if law enforcement certifies the information sought is relevant); and "extrajudicial certifications" (letters from law enforcement officials certifying the relevance of the sought-after records). See id. at 32. 12. With respect to stored e-mail, see 18 U.S.C. § § 2703(a), (b) (2000) (authorizing, under the Electronic Communications Privacy Act (ECPA), subpoenas for e-mail that has been sitting on a server for longer than 180 days without being opened and for e-mail that the recipient has accessed and stored on an outside server for any length of time). If the information is stored with a service not available to the general public (e.g., one run by an employer), then the ECPA does not apply and the government may obtain the stored information (content or identifying) simply upon a request. See id. § § 2703(a)(1)-( 3 ). With respect to Internet Service Provider logs, see 18 U.S.C. § § 2703(c), (d) (authorizing access to these records if the government alleges that the records are "relevant and material to an ongoing criminal investigation").
13. 18 U.S.C. § 3123(a)(1) (2000) (requiring courts to issue an order authorizing the use of pen registers and trap and trace devices when a federal government attorney or state law enforcement officer certifies that phone numbers or e-mail addresses are "relevant to an ongoing criminal investigation"); 5 U.S.C.A. § 552a(b)(7) (West Supp. 2004) (permitting a law enforcement agency to obtain any federal agency record upon a written request by the head of the law enforcement entity).
14. This phrase first appeared in Justice Harlan's concurring opinion in Katz v. United States, 389 U.S. 347, 362 (1967) , and has since become the standard definition of "search" under the Fourth Amendment. See, e.g., California v. Ciraolo, 476 U.S. 207, 211 (1986) .
15. U.S. CONST. amend. IV; see also LAFAVE ET AL., supra note 5, at 90-91.
HeinOnline --54 DePaul L. Rev. 807 [2004] [2005] Part I of this Article tries to explain how this state of affairs came to pass. Throughout the nineteenth century, courts looked to the Fifth Amendment, not the Fourth Amendment, in analyzing the validity of subpoenas, and most believed that the Fifth Amendment's injunction against compelling a person to testify against himself prohibited the government from demanding incriminating documents from a suspect. Late in the nineteenth century the Supreme Court expanded on this notion, by holding that such compulsion violated the Fifth Amendment and the Fourth Amendment's restriction on unreasonable searches and seizures. 16 At the turn of the twentieth century, however, the Court reversed itself, removing virtually all Fourth Amendment strictures on document subpoenas and, when the documents were corporate in nature, eliminating Fifth Amendment limitations as well. This dramatic shift in the Court's posture was refined during the first three quarters of the twentieth century and remains good law today.
The point emphasized in Part I, however, is that the Court's deregulation of subpoenas came in cases involving government attempts to regulate businesses; not a single one of them involved searches of personal papers. Because, as far as the Court was concerned, personal records held by the person him or herself-in those days, most personal records-remained protected by the Fifth Amendment's prohibition on compelled testimony, the virtual elimination of Fourth Amendment protection against subpoenas had no impact in that area.
Two relatively recent developments, also described in Part I, have changed all that. First, within the past three decades, the Supreme Court has radically altered its approach to the Fifth Amendment privilege, so that today personal records held by the target are almost as unprotected as corporate records as far as that constitutional provision is concerned. Far more importantly, the modernization of society has rendered the Fifth Amendment's application to personal records largely irrelevant in any event. That is because, in contrast to nineteenth century culture, so much more of our personal information is now recorded and held by third parties. When third parties are ordered to produce information via a subpoena, they cannot, under any plausible interpretation of the Fifth Amendment, be said to be incriminating themselves. Thus, when the government compels production from a third-party recordholder-whether the recordholder is a hos- pital, an Internet Service Provider, or another government agency-it is not violating the target's Fifth Amendment right.
Since today most subpoenas for personal documents are aimed at third-party recordholders, the upshot of these developments is that the government is almost entirely unrestricted, by either the Fifth or Fourth Amendment, in its efforts to obtain documentary evidence of crime. Part II of this Article confronts the various rationales for this paltry regulatory regime. More specifically, it identifies six possible reasons why subpoenas need not meet the probable cause standard even when aimed at obtaining personal information (the first and last of which apply to all subpoenas, and the rest of which are relevant only to third-party subpoenas). The first justification, offered over a century ago, is that subpoenas are not "searches" under the Fourth Amendment because they do not involve physical intrusion. The second, put forward by the modern Supreme Court, is that third-party subpoenas are not searches because the information they seek is already exposed to others. The next three reasons are not as clearly stated in Supreme Court opinions but are implicit in the Court's language or are found in lower court decisions: The records obtained through third-party subpoenas belong to the third party, not the target; third-party recordholders are no different from third-party witnesses who have information about a suspect; and third parties have an obligation to provide information to the government. The final reason courts give for leaving subpoenas essentially unregulated is also the most common: Imposition of rigorous Fourth Amendment requirements on subpoenas would stultify important government investigations.
The conclusions that Part II reaches with respect to these six rationales turn on the historical distinction described in Part I. Many of the rationales for deregulating subpoenas are persuasive in the context which most commonly triggers the use of subpoenas and in which constitutional subpoena law developed-the investigation of corporate crime. But none of these rationales is convincing when applied to demands for personal records.
If these conclusions are correct, then distinguishing between impersonal and personal records is important. That is the task of Part III. Ironically, this part of the Article borrows heavily from the Court's old Fifth Amendment jurisprudence, which justified protection of records based in large part on a desire to create a "zone of privacy." The irony stems from the fact that today, of course, the Fifth Amendment is not about privacy at all, but rather about coercion. The fact that the Court's early Fifth Amendment decisions were focused on
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HeinOnline --54 DePaul L. Rev. 809 [2004] [2005] protection of privacy suggests that, had the Court of one hundred years ago known its Fifth Amendment jurisprudence would be jettisoned, its Fourth Amendment jurisprudence might have been much more protective of documentary evidence that is personal in nature.
II. A CONSTITUTIONAL HISTORY OF SUBPOENAS
There are three legal processes for obtaining documents. The first is the search warrant, which is issued ex parte and must be based on a finding of probable cause. 17 The second is a subpoena directed at the person or entity whose activities are described in the documents (a "first-party" or "target" subpoena). The third is a subpoena directed at a person or entity who is not a target of an investigation but happens to hold records relevant to it (a "third-party" subpoena). As noted above, subpoenas are usually valid so long as the documents they demand are "relevant" to an investigation, a much lower standard than probable cause. 18 Given this fact, warrants are seldom used to obtain documents. In theory, a government agency interested in records might occasionally prefer to rely on a warrant, despite the greater difficulty of obtaining it, because of its efficiency and its scope. But in practice a warrant is seldom superior to a subpoena.
The warrant's supposed advantage over the first-party subpoena is that it is executed when it is served and thus avoids the possibility of evidence destruction. But destruction of documents after receiving a subpoena is unlikely where business records are involved, both because they are needed to run the business and because so many people know of their existence that obstruction of justice charges are a 17. U.S. CONST. amend. IV ("no Warrants shall issue, but upon probable cause"). Well over a century ago the Supreme Court made clear that searches of paper require a warrant. In Ex parte Jackson, 96 U.S. 727 (1877), the Supreme Court stated:
Letters, and sealed packages subject to letter postage, in the mail can be opened and examined only under like warrant, issued upon similar oath or affirmation, particularly describing the thing to be seized, as is required when papers are subjected to search in one's own household. The Constitutional guaranty of the right of the people to be secure in their papers against unreasonable searches and seizures extends to their papers, thus closed against inspection, wherever they may be.
Id. at 732. real possibility if destruction occurs. 19 Shredding of documents is a more likely response to a subpoena aimed at an individual's personal records, but even here obstruction penalties tend to inhibit it.20 More importantly, personal information can usually be obtained via a third-party subpoena, which of course eliminates the possibility the target will destroy the evidence and, in many settings, also eliminates the target's ability even to challenge the government's action. 21 The supposed advantage of a warrant over this type of subpoena is that it will produce more or better records because the third party may not have the information the government wants. But that is a trivial advantage in today's world. Most aspects of our personal life that have been reduced to writing or digitized are stored with some third party.
Volumes of data about us can be found in "public" records maintained by the government, and even more data is deposited with hospitals, banks, schools, stores, and Internet Service Providers. 2 2 Under current law, all of this information is just a subpoena (or less) away. In light of these facts, it is not surprising that law enforcement rarely resorts to a warrant to obtain documents and records.
23
The following discussion explains how this regulatory regime developed. It begins with the constitutional law governing first-party subpoenas-subpoenas for papers held by the individual whose activities are described in the papers. It then examines the law of third-party subpoenas. 20. The potential penalties for obstruction minimize or negate the temptation to destroy documents:
While ... suspects may be tempted to destroy evidence when it is called for by a subpoena, there is at least a somewhat greater chance that the evidence will be produced, since the failure to produce the evidence may be punishable by contempt and the destruction of the evidence may constitute obstruction of justice.
BEALE ET AL., supra note 2, at 6-6-6-7. 
A. Subpoenas Directed at the Target
The origin of the subpoena for documents can be traced back at least to the time of King Charles II in the late seventeenth century. 24 But it appears that these subpoenas were common only in civil litigation; even at their inception, courts hesitated to allow their use in criminal cases. In 1748, the King's Bench cited cases from 1703 and 1744 in emphasizing that a court may not "make a man produce evidence against himself, in a criminal prosecution. ' 25 A number of other eighteenth century English courts straightforwardly held that the government could never demand a person's books and papers. 26 By the time the American Constitution was drafted, the matter was well settled. As Professor Nagareda has noted, "All sources to address the point concur that common law at the time of the Fifth Amendment barred the compelled production of self-incriminatory documents."
27
American judicial decisions in the nineteenth century appeared to follow this English common law, although a few did allow compelled production in criminal and quasi-criminal cases. 28 ( holding that neither parties nor their attorneys "could be required to produce documents to be used in evidence, if the production of the paper might materially affect the rights or prejudice the interests of the witness or person to whom it belonged"); Ex parte Maulsby, 13 Md. 625, 639 (1859) (quoting 1 STARKIE'S EviD. 86 to the effect that while a person may be compelled to answer questions orally, he is not "compellable" to produce documents "when the production might prejudice his civil rights"); Bull v. Loveland, 27 Mass. 9, 14 (1830) ("a witness may be called and examined in a matter pertinent to the issue, where his answers will not expose him to criminal prosecution, or tend to subject him to a penalty or forfeiture" and equating compulsion of a witness to compulsion under a subpoena duces tecum); Anonymous, 8 Mass. 370 (1811) (holding that counsel had no duty to deliver his client's papers to the grand jury). See generally McKnight v. United States 115 F. 972, 980 (6th Cir. 1902) (summarizing nineteenth century law as holding that "it would be beyond the power of the court to require the accused to criminate himself by the production of the paper as evidence against himself" and reversing a conviction in which the defendant was did not arise that often in the United States, just as it was seldom litigated in England.
29 Documents sometimes could be obtained from a source other than the suspect, which occasioned no Fifth Amendment issue, 30 and might also occasionally be obtained through a search based on a warrant. In any event, street crime usually did not generate documentary evidence, and state regulation of business crimes, which was an area of regulation that was much more likely to demand documents via subpoena, was in its infancy until late in the nineteenth century. .. yet the principle is equally strongly held that parties litigant have the right to have private writings which are competent for proof in their causes produced in evidence," and permitting such production upon "preliminary proof of the necessity").
29. Indeed, the Supreme Court asserted in 1886 that a congressional act passed in 1863 was the first act in this country, and, we might say, either in this country or in England, so far as we have been able to ascertain, which authorized the search and seizure of a man's private papers, or the compulsory production of them, for the purpose of using them in evidence against him in a criminal case. The move toward the current regime of virtually unlimited subpoena power was not immediate, however. In FTC v. American Tobacco Co., 43 decided in 1924, a unanimous Court held that federal antitrust law required the Federal Trade Commission to provide "[slome evidence of the materiality of the papers demanded" by an administrative subpoena. 44 Although the holding was based on an interpretation of a statute, the Court, per Justice Holmes, also stated that "[a]nyone who respects the spirit as well as the letter of the Fourth Amendment would be loath to believe that Congress intended to authorize one of its subordinate agencies to sweep all our traditions into the fire and to direct fishing expeditions into private papers. Other Supreme Court and lower court cases exhibited similar resistance to blind sanctioning of subpoenas administered by agencies. By the mid-1940s, however, the Court had carried through to its logical conclusion Hale's assertion that significant restrictions on the government's subpoena power would unduly stymie regulatory investigative efforts. In 1946, in Oklahoma Press Co. v. Walling, 4 7 the Court canvassed the relevant authorities and concluded that the Fifth Amendment affords no protection by virtue of the selfincrimination provision, whether for the corporation or for its officers; and the Fourth, if applicable, at the most guards against abuse only by way of too much indefiniteness or breadth in the things required to be 'particularly described,' if also the inquiry is one the demanding agency is authorized by law to make and the materials specified are relevant.
48
Oklahoma Press even insinuated that a subpoena is not an "actual search" meriting Fourth Amendment protection. 49 Although this dictum was glossed over four years later in United States v. Morton Salt Co., 5° the Court adhered to the notion that "it is sufficient if the inquiry is within the authority of the agency, the demand is not too indefinite and the information sought is reasonably relevant. ' 5 1 Indeed, "[elven if one were to regard the request for information in this case as caused by nothing more than official curiosity, nevertheless law enforcing agencies have a legitimate right to satisfy themselves that corporate behavior is consistent with the law and the public interest.1 52 In United States v. Powell, 53 decided in 1964, the Court reiterated that a government agency subpoena for records is valid if the records are "relevant" to an investigation conducted for a "legitimate purpose" (meaning one authorized by statute). 54 As applied, the Powell relevance standard is extremely easy to meet. 55 What has seldom been noted, however, is that all of these cases involved government attempts to obtain corporate or other business documents. Throughout the first half of the twentieth century, the Court had intimated that subpoenas for private records might have to meet a higher standard. For instance, in Hale the Court stated "there 48. Id. at 208. 49. Id. at 195 (stating that "the records in these cases present no question of actual search and seizure, but raise only the question whether orders of court for the production of specified records have been validly made").
50 LaSalle Nat'l Bank, 437 U.S. 298, 316 (1978) (holding that bad faith on the part of an individual bureaucrat is insufficient to invalidate an administrative subpoena under Powell). The latter case also held that an administrative summons may not be used as a criminal discovery device in tax cases. Id. at 318. This holding is now memorialized in statute 26 U.S.C. § 7602(d). Of course, at that point the grand jury continues the investigation, so the standard for issuing a subpoena does not change substantially.
A very small minority of federal courts have purported to require a greater evidentiary showing before issuing a subpoena but, if that is so, the showing is only minimally different. The case most frequently cited for this proposition is In re Grand Jury Proceedings (Schofield), 486 F.2d 85 (3d Cir. 1973), which required the government to make "some preliminary showing by affidavit that each item requested [is] at least relevant to an investigation being conducted by the grand jury and properly within its jurisdiction and not sought primarily for another purpose." Id. at 93. is a clear distinction [in cases involving demands for production of books and papers] between an individual and a corporation.
' 56 Because a corporation "is a creature of the State," it "is presumed to be incorporated for the benefit of the public," and it "receives certain special privileges and franchises, and holds them subject to the laws of the State and the limitations of its charter. '5 7 But an individual "owes no such duty to the State, since he receives nothing therefrom, beyond the protection of his life and property." 5 8 Thus, in contrast to the corporation, an individual retains the right to refuse "to incriminate himself, and the immunity of himself and his property from arrest or seizure except under a warrant of the law." 59 In the years following Hale, Supreme Court and lower court cases frequently reiterated, albeit usually in dictum, that only corporate documents could be obtained pursuant to subpoena; private documents continued to be immune from compulsory process.
60 Four decades later the Court was still echoing these sentiments when, in Oklahoma Press, it characterized its earlier cases authorizing production of documents pursuant to a subpoena as applying "merely to the production of corporate records and papers." ' 6 ' Shortly thereafter, in Morton Salt, the Court simply stated that "corporations can claim no equality with individuals in the enjoyment of a right to privacy. 
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HeinOnline --54 DePaul L. Eventually, it turned out to be nothing, or almost nothing. A signal of things to come was the perplexing and seldom discussed opinion in Ryan v. United States. 66 Decided in 1964 on the same day as Powell, and a year before Griswold's "zones of privacy" dictum, 67 Ryan blithely announced that the minimal Powell requirements for administrative subpoenas aimed at corporations governed subpoenas for private tax records as well. 68 The Court reached this conclusion "for the reasons given in [Powell] ,"69 without any further discussion. And Powell's holding that probable cause need not be demonstrated to obtain corporate tax records rested solely on an interpretation of the relevant statutory language. 70 The Powell opinion (and therefore Ryan) did not mention the Fifth Amendment. Nor did it even refer to the Fourth Amendment, the ostensible basis of the petitioner's claim in Ryan. 7 t Thus, with one perfunctory statement that did not purport 64. Id. at 484 ("The Fifth Amendment in its Self-Incrimination Clause enables the citizen to create a zone of privacy which government may not force him to surrender to his detriment.-).
65. In the search warrant context, by contrast, the Court for a time relied on a combination of the Fourth and Fifth Amendments to prohibit seizure of private papers, under the so-called "mere evidence" doctrine. Gouled v. United States, 255 U.S. 298, 309 (1921) (citing Boyd v.
United States in holding that search warrants "may not be used as a means of gaining access to a man's house or office and papers solely for the purpose of making search to secure evidence to be used against him in a criminal or penal proceeding"). This doctrine is tangential to the subject of this Article, which focuses on subpoenas, and in any event has also since been emasculated. See, e.g., Zurcher v. Stanford Daily, 436 U.S. 547, 558 (1978) ("Once it is established that probable cause exists to believe a federal crime has been committed a warrant may issue for the search of any property which the magistrate has probable cause to believe may be the place of concealment of evidence of the crime."); Warden v. Hayden, 387 U.S. 294, 301 (1967) ("Nothing in the language of the Fourth Amendment supports the distinction between 'mere evidence' and instrumentalities, fruits of crime, or contraband."). It is also worth emphasizing that the doctrine was based more on the Fifth Amendment than the Fourth. See Gouled, 255 U.S. at 306 (stating that whether private papers are seized from a person via a warrant or a subpoena, "[i]n either case he is the unwilling source of the evidence, and the Fifth Amendment forbids that he shall be compelled to be a witness against himself in a criminal case").
66 to address constitutional concerns, the Court seemed to obliterate the sixty-year-old distinction between corporate and personal records in connection with the subpoena process. 72 Because of its opaqueness, however, Ryan left some doubt as to the application of the Constitution to subpoenas. Indeed, in United States v. Dionisio, 73 decided nine years later, the Court seemed to have forgotten all about Ryan. There, the Court held that neither the Fifth Amendment nor the Fourth Amendment invalidated a grand jury subpoena for a voice exemplar, on grounds consistent with previous law: The sound of a person's voice is not "testimony" within the meaning of the Fifth Amendment, and is not associated with Fourth Amendment expectations of privacy because it is routinely exposed to the public. 74 More importantly for present purposes, however, the Dionisio Court continued to assert, in apparent contrast with Ryan, that the grand jury "cannot require the production by a person of private books and records that would incriminate him," and cited Boyd. 75 Although Dionisio involved a grand jury subpoena, whereas Ryan dealt with an administrative summons, the demands for production in these cases were both pursuant to law enforcement investigations and thus were functionally identical.
76
Ryan might have been limited to production of personal tax records by analogizing such records to corporate documents and invoking Hale's necessity rationale. Both types of records, it could be argued, must be maintained and readily disclosed for the modern regulatory state to function. Support for this distinction could be found in the Court ' 79 like Ryan, involved a tax summons for personal records but, unlike Ryan, Fisher directly repudiated the Fifth Amendment Boyd claim in a way that appeared to apply to all documents, not just tax records. More specifically, Fisher suggested that subpoenas virtually never implicate the Fifth Amendment's prohibition of compelled selfincrimination, either because they do not compel information or because, if they do, the information they compel is not self-incriminating. 8 0 First, the Court noted, a subpoena does not force the creation of documents, and thus the disclosure of document content demanded by a subpoena does not implicate the Fifth Amendment's prohibition of compelled self-incrimination. 8 1 Second, Fisher held that while a subpoena does compel the production of documents, that act does not provide the government with any useful incriminating information, at least when proof of the source of the documents is not an important element of the prosecution's proof or the government can prove the source in some other way (which is often the case). 82 The importance of Fisher is that it shifted Fifth Amendment analysis from a "zone of privacy" focus to a focus on coercion. As the Court said, "We cannot cut the Fifth Amendment completely loose from the moorings of its language, and make it serve as a general protector of privacy, a word not mentioned in its text. ' That is not the end of the story, however. Subsequent cases indicate that the act of producing papers may be more likely to reveal incriminating information than Fisher suggested. For instance, in Braswell v. United States, 85 decided twelve years after Fisher, the Court held that while the custodian of records generally may not resist a subpoena on the grounds that production might incriminate him personally, he should be able to prevent the government from mentioning that he was the custodian. The Court also stated that the custodian might even be able to avoid handing over the records in the first place if he could show, for instance, "that he is the sole employee and officer of the corporation [and] ] fter Hubbell, the working rule will be something like the following: When faced with subpoenas for documents, suspects can comply or not as they wish. For its part, the government can search for the evidence it wants, so long as it satisfies the probable cause and warrant requirements." (footnotes omitted)). See also Cole, supra note 23, at 188-89 ("After Hubbell, . . . prosecutors who take the subpoena approach may face a burden comparable to that presented by the probable cause and particularity requirements for obtaining a search warrant.").
91. See LAFAVE ET AL., supra note 5, at 39 (2005 Pocket Part) (noting that many subpoenas provide enough information about the documents sought that the target need not use the "contents" of his mind to identify them, and stating that "there is nothing in Hubbell's discussion of the foregone conclusion doctrine that mandates ... a conclusive showing on the temporal components of existence and possession").
Amendments, it does not affect the lion's share of subpoenas that seek personal papers, because most of these are directed at third parties, not at those who are the subject of the records.
B. Third-Party Subpoenas
While early twentieth century cases adhered to the idea that the Fifth Amendment prohibited access to personal papers held by the target, they just as clearly stated that the Fifth Amendment does not prohibit compelling third parties to produce documents that are later used against the target. A 1913 decision by the Supreme Court put the matter quite pithily: "A party is privileged from producing evidence but not from its production. '92 The one exception to this rule, recognized at least as far back as the eighteenth century, 93 was that records given to an attorney were protected to the same extent as they would be if retained by their owner. Fisher continued to recognize this exception as a means of honoring the attorney-client privilege. 94 But once Fisher reduced the scope of the Fifth Amendment privilege for targets, the extent to which attorneys could rely on the Fifth Amendment to resist a subpoena aimed at client records was correspondingly limited. Since no Fourth Amendment interests of the depositor are implicated here, this case is governed by the general rule that the issuance of a subpoena to a third party to obtain the records of that party does not violate the rights of a defendant, even if a criminal prosecution is contemplated at the time of the subpoena is issued.
Id.
103. Id. at 441.
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HeinOnline --54 DePaul L. Rev. 823 [2004] [2005] incriminating disclosures to undercover agents, 1 0 4 the Court noted that it had "held repeatedly that the Fourth Amendment does not prohibit the obtaining of information revealed to a third party and conveyed by him to Government authorities.' 1 05 Just as a person who reveals intimacies to an acquaintance assumes the risk the acquaintance will be or turn into an informant, a bank depositor "takes the risk, in revealing his affairs to another, that the information will be conveyed by that person to the government. ' 106 The Court concluded, therefore, that Miller possessed no cognizable expectation of privacy in the financial information kept by his bank.
Miller left no doubt that the Court would reject a narrow interpretation of Couch. The records at issue in Miller were not subject to mandatory disclosure under the tax laws. Further, they described all of Miller's financial activities with the bank, and included three monthly statements. 107 Yet these differences with Couch did not give the Court pause, as indicated by its declaration that the Fourth Amendment does not protect information in third-party records "even if the information is revealed on the assumption that it will be used only for a limited purpose and the confidence placed in the third party will not be betrayed. 
C. Summary: From Complete to Virtually Nonexistent Protection
At the end of the nineteenth century, Boyd affirmed the common law ban on government efforts to obtain incriminating papers from their owners. Although that ban was soon lifted for business papers, only in the last quarter of the twentieth century did the Court relax constitutional strictures on subpoenas for self-incriminating personal papers. In contrast, constitutional restrictions on subpoenas for papers in the possession of third parties have always been lax. The historical change in this setting has not been in the law, but in the extent to which personal information is now housed with third parties.
The end result of these developments is that, as a constitutional matter, the minimal relevance standard once used primarily in connection with business subpoenas now authorizes access to vast amounts of personal information, to wit, any personal information that is in record form, with the possible exception of information found in records possessed by the target that the government is not sure exist. On the surface, at least, that regime seems to conflict with the Fourth Amendment's injunction that searches and seizures of papers, as well as of houses, persons, and effects, are unreasonable unless authorized by a warrant based on probable cause. To determine whether the current system is justifiable, a closer look at its possible rationales is necessary.
III. RATIONALES FOR DEREGULATING SUBPOENAS
The case law recited above relies, directly or indirectly, on a number of justifications for continuing to leave subpoenas largely unregulated. The discussion below separates these justifications into six 119. One description of the proliferation of records in the possession of private companies comes from Professor Solove:
Credit reports contain financial information contained in public records such as bankruptcy filings, judgments and liens, as well as information relating to mortgage foreclosures, checking accounts, and a list of all companies that requested the individual's credit file. Some companies also prepare investigative consumer reports, which supplement the credit report with information about an individual's character and lifestyle .... In addition to credit card records, there are cable television records, video rental records, phone records, travel records, and so on. The Medical Information 'Bureau (MIB), a nonprofit institution, maintains a database of medical information on fifteen million individuals, which is available to over 700 insurance companies. rationales. The first four can be characterized as arguments that subpoenas do not involve a "search" for Fourth Amendment purposes because they do not infringe upon reasonable expectations of privacy, while the last two focus on the strength of the government's interest in keeping subpoenas unregulated. The first and last rationales apply to all subpoenas, whereas the rest focus on third-party subpoenas. The conclusion I reach is that, where business and other entity crime is concerned, a few of these rationales do support relaxed strictures on subpoenas, but none justify permitting government to obtain personal records merely on a showing of relevance.
A. Subpoenas Are Not Intrusive
In his concurring opinion in Hale, Justice McKenna took the majority to task for even suggesting that the Fourth Amendment applied to subpoenas.
1 20 In contrast to the traditional search, he argued, the subpoena does not involve "trespass or force" and "cannot be finally enforced except after challenge."' 12 1 Forty years later, in Oklahoma Press, 122 a majority of the Court echoed these sentiments, stating that subpoenas do not trigger "actual searches," because they do not require a physical intrusion; rather, they are, at most, "constructive" searches carried out by the target him or herself. 23 Thus, several Supreme Court justices have suggested that document subpoenas are not Fourth Amendment searches for the following reasons: (1) They rely on the recordholder, not the government, to produce the documents; (2) the target can challenge them before surrendering any items; and (3) they do not involve physical trespass or intrusion.
If the scope of the Fourth Amendment is to be determined with reference to reasonable expectations of privacy, all three of these lesser-intrusion rationales for the minimal restrictions on subpoenas are specious. The fact that it is the target (or a third party) rather than the police who locates the documents obviously does not change the nature of the revelations they contain, which can include information about medical treatment, finances, education, the identity of one's communicants, and even the contents of one's communications. The target's ability to challenge a subpoena, while it may inhibit some fishing expeditions, at most will only delay government access to the records, unless something beyond the current relevance standard is applicable; recall also that, for many types of subpoenas, the target 
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HeinOnline --54 DePaul L. Rev. 827 [2004] [2005] has no right of challenge. 1 2 4 And if the notion that searches only occur when the government engages in physical invasion of private space were correct, then electronic surveillance and technologically assisted physical surveillance of the home would not be a search, since neither usually requires a trespass or use of force. Yet the Supreme Court has firmly declared that both of the latter types of government action are governed by the Fourth Amendment and require warrants based on probable cause.
5
While the technological surveillance example demonstrates why physical intrusiveness should not be dispositive on the search issue, it does not necessarily dictate that all document subpoenas be based on probable cause. First, not all records are easily categorized as sufficiently private to warrant the degree of constitutional protection provided to communications and activities that take place inside the home. In particular, business records-the type of records involved in all of the Supreme Court's early subpoena cases-might be considered much less personal than individual medical, financial, and e-mail records; as the history described above makes clear, 126 the Court has routinely recognized as much in a number of cases. Second, even when the records sought are personal in nature, the rules governing technological surveillance do not appear to apply when the records are held by third parties, because generally only those subjected to technological surveillance may challenge it.127 This limitation derives from well-established doctrine that the Fourth Amendment's protections can be asserted only by those whose own private enclave is infringed by the government's action.
B. Third-Party Subpoenas Do Not Infringe the Target's Privacy
That doctrine is, of course, the putative basis of the Court's opinion in United States v. Miller where, it will be remembered, the Court held that one cannot challenge government access to personal information possessed by a third-party recordholder because one has surrendered it "voluntarily" and thus "assumes the risk" that the third party will provide it to the government. 12 Amendment standing is easily challenged. In fact, there are two significant problems with the Court's reasoning in that case. The first problem, as many have pointed out, is that the Court simply defies reality when it says that one "voluntarily" surrenders information to doctors, banks, schools, and phone and Internet Service Providers. 129 It is impossible to get treatment, engage in financial transactions, obtain an education, or communicate with others without providing personal information to the relevant entities or allowing those entities to collect it. To "choose" to forego these activities would mean an isolated, unproductive, and possibly much foreshortened existence. The undercover agent cases, on which Miller relied, involve an entirely different dynamic, where refusing to interact with a particular individual is a realistic option. 130 Miller transforms all recordkeeping institutions into undercover agents, which all but hermits are powerless to avoid.
Even if the choice to reveal personal information to a third party or to allow a third party to collect it could somehow be characterized as voluntary, the Miller Court's second key assertion-that one thereby "assumes the risk" that the third party will convey it to the government13 1 _-is pure judicial fiat. As I have written elsewhere, "we only assume those risks of unregulated government intrusion that the courts tell us we have to assume."' 132 Perhaps more to the point, even though Miller has been the law for three decades, most people probably would be surprised to learn that banks hand over financial information to the government virtually any time the government wants it. 133 A number of state courts have rejected, on state law grounds, 133. In a study in which participants were asked to rank the "intrusiveness" of various government actions, "perusing bank records" was viewed as more intrusive than "searching [a] 136. See, e.g., California v. Ciraolo, 476 U.S. 207, 214 (1986) (holding that a police flyover of defendant's backyard was not a search because "[a]ny member of the public flying in this airspace who glanced down could have seen everything that these officers observed"); Oliver v. United States, 466 U.S. 170, 179 (1984) (holding that police intrusion onto private property beyond the curtilage of the home is not a search because "[olpen fields ... are accessible to the public and the police in ways that a home, an office, or commercial structure would not be"); United States v. Knotts, 460 U.S. 276, 281-82 (1983) (holding that using a beeper to track the defendant was not a search because driving "over the public streets ... voluntarily conveyed to anyone who wanted to look the fact that he was travelling over particular roads in a particular direction, the fact of whatever stops he made, and the fact of his final destination when he exited from public roads onto private property"). See also California v. Greenwood, 486 U.S. 35, 40 (1988) ("It is common knowledge that plastic garbage bags left on or at the side of a public street are readily accessible to animals, children, scavengers, snoops, and other members of the public.").
137. Consider these remarks: People who rummage through their neighbors' garbage, trespass on fenced-off fields, and stalk people, however, are criminals who intrude upon others' sense of security, safety, and privacy. We all risk falling prey to such criminals simply by carrying out our lives in an unobjectionable manner-putting out our garbage, taking solitary walks on private property, and going for drives in public. Taking these risks does not, however, represent consent or knowing exposure of our private lives, and does not render the criminal actions that sometimes follow innocuous, whether carried out by our neighbors or by the police. medical and financial information). 38 The important point for present purposes is that the government should not have practically unrestricted access to records simply because the records reside with a third party.
C. Third-Party Records Belong to the Third Party
Miller exempted third-party subpoenas from Fourth Amendment oversight by asserting that a person has no privacy interest in information surrendered to a third party. a39 One also might try to justify Miller's holding by focusing on the recordholder's, rather than the subject's, interest in the information. After all, the third party ostensibly "owns" the records, not only because it physically possesses them but because it creates them. Arguably, this property interest confers on the recordholder the right to assign the information, and eliminates the subject's control over it.140 A variant of this argument asserts that permitting the subject to limit the third party's use of personal data unduly restricts the third party's interests in commercial freedom and freedom of speech.
14 1
This "property" rationale has both a descriptive and a normative flaw. The descriptive problem is that, while the physical documents maintained by third-party recordholders may be the third party's property alone, their content generally is not wholly within their control. Indeed, federal law recognizes that individuals retain an interest even in information maintained in public records; under the Privacy Act they have a right to participate in the use, review, and disposal of 138. I develop these distinctions in Slobogin, supra note 9, at 21-22. For another effort at addressing these distinctions in a specific context, see Deirdre K. Mulligan, Reasonable Expectations in Electronic Communications: A Critical Perspective on the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 72 GEO. WASH. L. REV. 1557, 1579-83 (2004) (arguing that stored e-mails should received enhanced protection because of (1) the "nature of the record," (2) the fact that, unlike the bank in Miller or the phone company in Smith, ISPs have no "independent interest" in the personal information, and (3) the fact that, unlike the defendants in those two cases, the recipient of the e-mail does not intend to disclose its contents to the ISP). their files, 14 2 and the Freedom of Information Act circumscribes outsider access to a wide range of personal information. 143 Professor Mashaw has gone so far as to say that these two statutes "gave all citizens 'property rights' in the information held by government bureaus.' 1 44 If that is true of public records, it should surely be the case with privately held records such as those maintained by hospitals, banks, and schools because their contents are even more likely created under laws that give the subject some degree of control over them.
14 5
The normative flaw in the property rationale is identical to the flaw in Miller. Third-party recordholders possess the personal information they do because people must give it to them in order to function in society; in property terms, the subjects are involuntary bailors of the information, and recordholders should be seen as their bailees. Recognition of this point does not mean that the individual can prevent the third party from using the information for the purpose for which it was obtained. But it should mean that the third party does not have total discretion to do whatever it wants with the information simply because it "owns" it. 146 In other words, the subjects of records should 142. 5 U.S.C. § 552a(d) (2000) (entitling an individual to a copy of his or her record and "any information pertaining to him which is contained in the system," and providing a procedure in contested cases, ultimately involving judicial review, for amending the record).
143. Id. § (b)(6) (prohibiting disclosure of "personnel and medical files, and similar files the disclosure of which would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy"); id. § (b)(7) (prohibiting disclosure of law enforcement records that "could reasonably be expected to constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy").
144. Jerry L. (2000) (requiring schools to provide parental access to student records and permitting parents to challenge the records if they are misleading, inaccurate, or violate the student's privacy). Although no analogous statute for bank records exists, that is presumably because the customer either generates them (e.g., through checks) or receives a detailed periodic statement describing the information possessed by the bank, the latter of which can be corrected by the customer.
146. See King v. State, 535 S.E.2d 492, 495 (Ga. 2000) ("Even if the medical provider is the technical "owner" of the actual records, the patient nevertheless has a reasonable expectation of privacy in the information contained therein, since that data reflects the physical state of his or her body."). An even stronger statement of this idea (perhaps too strong) is found in international laws and the laws of other countries. Consider, for instance, the United Nations Guide have standing to contest their disclosure to law enforcement unless the records were constructed for that purpose.
But suppose the third party has a "privacy policy" that specifically notifies the subject that information surrendered to it may be transmitted to other entities, including the government? 47 Then hasn't one contracted away any property interest in the information? In theory, of course, a person should be able to consent to disclosure of personal facts. But, as Professor Daniel Solove has persuasively argued, contract and market-based models do not work well in this context. 148 We rarely have any real "relationship" with the third-party entities that acquire our information, possess virtually no bargaining power over them, are often ignorant of or confused about the third party's privacy "offer," and in any event frequently have no way to opt out of or fine-tune the "contract.
' 149 As Professor Solove says, there is "a problem in the nature of the market itself that prevents fair and voluntary information transactions.' 150 That, of course, is the same sort of reason Miller is flawed.
D. Subpoenas Duces Tecum Are Constitutionally Equivalent to Subpoenas Ad Testificandum
The next argument that governmental requisition of records should be subject to minimal restrictions rests on an analogy to the law governing demands for testimony from a third party. Many witnesses subject to subpoena are not the targets of the investigation and thus will not be able to (or want to) assert the Fifth Amendment. Because the government can compel these third-party witnesses to reveal information about someone without demonstrating any suspicion re- The purpose which a file is to serve and its utilization in terms of that purpose should be specified, legitimate and, when it is established, receive a certain amount of publicity or be brought to the attention of the person concerned, in order to make it possible subsequently to ensure that:... (b) None of the said personal data is used or disclosed, except with the consent of the person concerned, for purposes incompatible with those specified. Id. at 368. 
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51
Looked at more closely, however, this analogy between subpoena ad testificandum and subpoenas duces tecum does not work. Neither of the two reasons a witness should be able to testify over a target's objection apply to a third-party recordholder. The first reason, having to do with the witness's prerogatives, is discussed here. The second, which has to do with the government's interest in hearing the witness, is discussed in the next section.
It may seem incontestable that, outside of those situations where the attorney-client, spousal, or other privilege applies, one person should not be able to prevent another person from providing information to the government. But explicating why this is the case for the typical third-party witness elucidates why third-party recordholders should be treated differently. As Professor Coombs has argued, people in possession of information about others, even information that is "private" and obtained through an intimate relationship, have "an autonomy-based right to choose to cooperate with the authorities.' a52 According to Professor Coombs, "To deny even the possibility of such a decision [to cooperate] is to turn a freely chosen relationship into a status, denying one person's full personhood to protect another's interests." 1 53 In other words, the autonomy interest of a putative witness trumps the privacy interest of a putative target when a witness decides to reveal information about the target. Thus, the target should not be able to control the witness's testimony.
That analysis only makes sense, however, when the third party is a person. Most records are held by institutions, not people. And, as Hale suggested a century ago when it denied corporations the privilege against self-incrimination, 154 institutions do not have autonomy interests. A bank, hospital, or Internet Service Provider is not denied its "personhood" when its ability to turn information over to the government is restricted. Accordingly, the analogy between third-party witnesses and third-party recordholders fails. Targets should be able to expect that information will remain with the institution unless the government demonstrates a substantial need for it.
This view of how third-party autonomy interests are relevant to Fourth Amendment analysis provides an additional explanation for why the undercover agent cases do not support Miller's reasoning. Many commentators have argued that both sets of decisions are wrong because we should be able to expect that the government will not turn either our social or our business relationships into investigative tools without some justification. 155 But even if, relying on Professor Coombs' analysis, one accepts the "social undercover agent" cases as valid law, they are distinguishable from the "institutional undercover agent" cases like Miller because social agents have an autonomy interest that institutional agents lack. In cases involving the latter scenario, there is no third-party interest to trump the target's interest in privacy, which should therefore be accorded greater respect than it is under current subpoena jurisprudence.
E. Third Parties Are Obligated to Provide the Government with Investigative Leads
The second reason that might be given for denying a person standing to prevent another person from testifying focuses on government rather than witness interests. The Supreme Court frequently has spoken of the obligation to give testimony to grand juries.' 56 Certainly citizens should feel they have a duty to help government apprehend law violators. Thus, the argument here is that third-party recordholders have a duty to hand over documents that might tend to incriminate others, even over strenuous objections by those incriminated. Again, there are descriptive and normative problems with this argument. While the Court talks about an "obligation" to provide evi- dence, in fact most jurisdictions no longer criminalize misprision and, at least when their interlocutor is a police officer, individuals are not legally required to respond to inquiries even when the potential for self-incrimination is nonexistent. 57 What the Court probably intends to say when it speaks of evidentiary duties is that the individual has an obligation, enforced by the contempt power, to respond to a valid subpoena.
So the real issue is, when is a subpoena valid? My answer to that question should be apparent by now. While a relevance showing may be sufficient to support a subpoena for business documents or testimony from a third-party witness, that low standard ought to be inadequate when personal information is sought from the subject (in which case a warrant should be required or immunity granted) or from a third-party recordholder such as a bank, hospital, or Internet Service Provider. In the latter situation, one can counterpose against the recordholder's "duty to give evidence" a fiduciary "duty of allegiance," which obligates the recordholder to use information for the purpose for which it is acquired. 158 As discussed above, 159 the latter duty is consistent with current societal understandings.
Although the few courts that have addressed the issue have been reluctant to endorse such a duty of allegiance, their hesitation has come in cases where the "personal" information disclosed by the third party was not particularly private. 160 Whatever the appropriate result is in such cases, the duty should be much stronger where its breach involves an individual's medical, financial, and similar personal information.' 61 That duty would not, of course, prohibit government from 157. LAFAVE ET AL., supra note 5, at 114.
158.
See SOLOVE, supra note 148, at 103 ("[T]he law should hold that companies collecting and using our personal information stand in a fiduciary relationship with us.").
159. 161. Recognition of such a duty also is likely to be beneficial to the third party. Turning these entities into automatic agents of the government, which is the effect of current subpoena law, may betray the trust that is necessary for them to function. Thus, in an effort to avoid customer complaints about being a conduit to the government, America Online and Earthlink no longer maintain clickstream data. obtaining personal information from third parties. But it would require that the government demonstrate some need for the information beyond the minimal relevance showing now required. Absent such a showing, the obligations of the third party should run to the subject of the records, not the state.
F. Regulating Subpoenas Would Destroy Investigative Effectiveness
The most common objection to the position just described is the one advanced originally in Hale: A higher standard would make government regulation impossible. 162 This rationale frequently appears in cases justifying administrative subpoenas issued by government agencies. front of the cart-is frequently exacerbated because the subpoena power has great significance for most administrative agencies in the conduct of important public business. 166 Although these two statements about the need to ease restrictions on agency investigations are representative, note that they both refer to cases involving organizational targets. White's call for "effective" regulation is based on a perceived need to probe the "economic activities of incorporated and unincorporated organizations" and Judge Selya specifically distinguishes "administrative investigations" from "criminal investigations." In short, these decisions use the impossibility rationale only in the same subset of cases that previous discussion associated with diminished privacy concerns.
The same sort of distinction can be seen in grand jury cases, although it is less conspicuous. A constant refrain in decisions about jury subpoenas since at least 1919 is the notion that "the public has a right to every man's evidence"-the flip side of the idea that citizens have a duty to help the government. 167 That language suggests that the Court believes there is a strong government need for the information that grand jury subpoenas provide. Yet, consistent with the fact that grand juries historically focused on investigation of organizational, and in particular, governmental, corruption rather than individual crimes, 168 these cases also routinely noted that the grand jury inquiry is limited by the Fifth Amendment's prohibition on compelling a person to incriminate him or herself. 1 69 A relatively recent case illustrating this impersonal-personal dichotomy is United States v. Dionisio. 17 0 There, in line with previous case law, the Supreme Court baldly stated that the grand jury's right to evidence from every citizen is "necessary to the administration of justice. ' 171 But recall that Dionisio also carefully exempted "private books and records" from its purview.
Of course, once Fisher limited the reach of the Fifth Amendment, this exemption was vulnerable. As a result, the impossibility rationale has found its way into arenas outside the entity corruption context. For instance, one lower court relied on the rationale in permitting a blood test on relevance grounds. Given that grand jurors must have probable cause to indict, the court stated, "it would be peculiar to require them to demonstrate the same degree of probable cause to believe that a target of their investigation committed a crime before the grand jury could properly obtain evidence in aid of their investigation."
72 If applied to document subpoenas, this type of reasoning would make no distinction between organizational documents and personal ones.
That would be a mistake. First, of course, the impossibility rationale is a dangerous one regardless of the context, for the government can always make pleas that the Fourth Amendment and other constitutional rights make its law enforcement job difficult.
173 Even accepting the impossibility rationale on its face, however, it at most justifies minimal restrictions on subpoenas for business records andat a stretch-for private financial records of individuals that must be maintained for tax purposes (assuming Couch is right that otherwise the tax system would not "survive"). 7 4 It does not explain why subpoenas as currently conceptualized should authorize compulsory production of personal records in connection with ordinary "criminal investigations" (to use Judge Selya's language).
Perhaps judges are not attuned to this problem because they believe that subpoenas are seldom used for such purposes. That assumption, while probably true during much of the twentieth century, is no longer accurate. For instance, the Department of Justice (DOJ) not only relies on subpoenas to investigate antitrust violations, 175 government fraud, 176 and other organizational crimes, but also is authorized to use 172. In the Matter of a Grand Jury Investigation, 692 N.E.2d 56, 59 (Mass. 1998).
173. Cf. United States v. Martinez-Fuerte, 428 U.S. 523, 575 (1976) (Brennan, J., dissenting) ("There is no principle in the jurisprudence of fundamental rights which permits constitutional limitations to be dispensed with merely because they cannot be conveniently satisfied.").
174. I think survival would be likely. Before Ryan, the Supreme Court case that rejected a probable cause requirement in the tax context, some courts had required probable cause in order to obtain tax records. See, e.g., Lash v. Nighosian, 273 F.2d 185 (1st Cir. 1959). In Ryan itself, the IRS probably had probable cause. ("The complaint alleged that on the basis of estimated net worth calculations the agent strongly suspected fraud"). The IRS usually selects tax return audits based on "mathematical formulas developed from intensive examination of returns selected at random to identify those with a high probability of error." BoRIs I. 
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18 8 The impossibility rationale, as applied to personal papers, is not based on reason, but on tradition, a tradition created in cases concerned about the efficacy of the administrative state rather than everyday law enforcement.
IV. SEPARATING THE PERSONAL FROM THE IMPERSONAL
The foregoing critique of current subpoena law suggests that the distinction between personal and impersonal records is a crucial one because it defines the threshold at which the relevance standard should no longer apply. Thus far not much has been said about the nature of that threshold. As it turns out, Supreme Court case law is very helpful in defining it. This assistance comes not, as one might think, from the Court's Fourth Amendment cases, but rather from its Fifth Amendment jurisprudence, which, as Part I explained, in its early incarnation tried to delineate a "zone of privacy."' 189 Boyd, the Supreme Court's initial foray into the constitutionality of subpoena law, held that even business papers fell within the privacy zone. 190 But Hale soon created the distinction that permeates this Article. As indicated earlier, the latter case denied the Fifth Amend-187. Slobogin, supra note 9, at 41 (defining catalogic data as "information that classifies and describes a transaction, as distinguished from the content of the transaction").
188. Compare this recent summary of the problems associated with corporate investigation to investigation of "ordinary" crime:
Despite the seemingly broad liability made possible by respondeat superior, it is notoriously difficult to prosecute corporations for violations of specific intent crimes. First, corporate crime is highly concealable, typically because victims are unaware of their injury. Even when crime is revealed, it is challenging to identify within an organization a particular guilty actor. 190. Boyd v. United States, 116 U.S. 616, 631-32 (1886) (stating that "any compulsory discovery by extorting the party's oath, or compelling the production of his private books and papers, tained as a part of a regulatory scheme." 2 1 ' In other words, documents of individuals are subject to subpoena under the required records doctrine when, as in the collective entity cases, their attributes of privacy are minimal.
The collective entity and required records exceptions come from cases construing the Fifth Amendment. But they resonate with Fourth Amendment concerns. 2 1 2 Thus, to the extent they adhere to the parameters described above, they may provide a satisfactory benchmark for determining when subpoenas may be based solely on relevance and when they should be based on something more.
V. CONCLUSION Document subpoenas are a standard criminal investigative tool today. But until relatively recently these subpoenas could not be used to obtain records from a person who could show that they would incriminate that individual personally and that they were neither entity documents or "essentially" public documents required to be kept for regulatory purposes. Although said to be mandated by the Fifth Amendment's prohibition of compelled testimony, this showing depended on the extent to which the records were personal and private. At the same time, the Fourth Amendment, ostensibly the linchpin of constitutional privacy protection, was pushed into the background and thus provided minimal protection against document subpoenas, whether addressed to third parties or to the target of an investigation, and whether aimed at organizational or personal records. It is entirely possible that the early twentieth century Court allowed Fourth Amendment limitation on subpoenas to wither because it assumed that personal records would always be well protected by the Fifth Amendment.
Today, however, the Fifth Amendment's restrictions on subpoenas for documents are substantially reduced, while Fourth Amendment restrictions remain trivial. This Article has argued that this minimalist regulatory regime is unjustifiable from a privacy perspective. At least where personal (as opposed to organizational) documents are involved, the privacy concerns evinced in earlier Fifth Amendment jurisprudence should be rejuvenated under the aegis of the Fourth Amendment, not-as was initially true under the Fifth Amendmentas an absolute bar to every document subpoena in criminal cases, but rather as a protection against demands based on mere "official curiosity." Further, this stronger suspicion requirement for obtaining personal data should apply to third party as well as first-party subpoenas; the privacy interest in personal information that, to an ever increasing extent, must be transferred to third parties in order to function in today's world is not diminished simply by the fact of transfer or by the government's avowed need for the information. In short, the Fourth Amendment should be interpreted to demand that all "papers" that contain personal information-whether held by the subject or by a third-party institution-be afforded protection similar to that extended to the individual's house, person, and effects. 213. The precise contours of this protection for papers are explored in more detail in Slobogin, supra note 9.
